


3 RFC1-like clamps (Ctf18, Elg1 and Rad24) have nonessential and overlapping functions as seen by the
increased sensitivity to DNA damage or slowed replication



Initiation of Replication



http://www.orst.edu/instruction/bb492/figletters/FigH3.gif





Regulation of origin
firing in E. coli
by the hemi-methylated DNA
binding proteins SeqA



HphI cut blocked by full Dam Me



delayed segregation



higher eucaryotic origins are not very
well conserved at the sequence
level.  AT rich.  Many possible origins,
few are used, but how are they chosen?







ATP ADP





http://www.molecule.org/cgi/content/abstract/3/4/477



In a ts cdc9 strain where there is no ligase activity, low-MW
nascent DNA was purified.  The length of the Okazaki
fragment pointing to the origin was determined by primer
extension using a 32P-labelled primer that is homologous to
sequences at the origin.  This shows that the size of the
initial Okazaki fragment is quite uniform.



Okazaki fragments are “chased” into higher MW DNA



number of additional ARS seqs.

adding more ARS sequences stabilizes a plasmid that is otherwise unstable in a cdc6 mutant
where the probability of initiation of  replication is lowered.



Budding yeast replication 

Note that not all origins fire at the
same time and some origins 
don’t fire at all while others fire
in some cells and not others

Location of ARS sequences on yeast chromosomes



Release from G1-arrest

Appearance of ARS1 or R14
DNA in a HL fraction after
S phase is initiaed in synchronized
cells.  



Early DNA replication in human chromosomes, hybridized with metaphase chromosomes

Cyrus Vaziri





Identifying origins of replication 2-D gels
size

shape
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bubble arc

Y-arc in the adjacent restriction fragment

Y-arc in the next adjacent restriction fragment arrives later



ribosomal DNA: 140 repeated copies in yeast



rDNA replication in budding yeast has a Replication Fork Blocking sequence regulated by FOB1

fob1Δ

replication is quasi-unidirectional

this origin doesn’t fire



Each eukaryotic origin fires once(or not at all) during one
cell cycle

“Licensing” of DNA replication

Sc Cdc6 





Cdc6 and Cdt1 are
destroyed or exported
from the nucleus
to ensure no re-
initiation.  



Yeast ORC binds to an origin at all times in the cell cycle but
is assembled into a replication complex (RC) in G1.  Once
fired, the ORC complex can’t fire again until the next G1

The complex in
G2-arrested cells
is modified by the
time cells are
ready to begin
replication



1 = G2 arrest
2 = release to G1 arrest

Figure 3.   MCM2-7 proteins are essential for pre-RC formation. 

http://www.molbiolcell.org/cgi/content/full/12/11/3658







Figure 4 .Efficient Activation of Rad53 in Response to MMS (an alkylating agent that stalls replicaiton)
 Occurs in S Phase

 http://www.molecule.org/content/article/fulltext?uid=PIIS1097276503001692

hyper-phosphorylated forms of Rad53 (first 
phosphorylated by the ATM/ATR checkpoint kinase
and then auto-phosphorylated) migrate more slowly
on a Western.



HU (hydroxyurea) inhibits ribonucleotide reductase
hence deoxynucleotide pools are depleted. 

 rad53 mutant cells are unable to recover even when 
cells are removed from HU.  



Rad53 protects stalled replication forks from “collapse” as seen by the conversion of bubble arcs
to Y structures (breakage of the fork or other alternations).  



http://www.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/297/5581/599

Fig. 3. RIs containing four-way junctions
from HU-treated rad53 cells. In most of
the Holliday junctions formed at the
replication forks, the four single strands
involved in the branch point are visualized
[(A), (B), (C), (G)]. ( Ato F) Samples were
prepared under nondenaturing conditions.
Arrows indicate single-stranded regions
[(C) and (D)]. ( G) and ( H) Samples were
prepared under denaturing conditions. In
(H), the fourth arm is organized in single-
stranded bubbles characteristic of
nucleosomal DNA.

  RI = Replicaiton Intermediate



loss of fork integrity.  



late

In HU, early origins still fire, producing Okazaki fragments, but late origins don’t



early late
But in rad53  or mec1 mutants, in the
presence of HU, late origins can now
fire, though they are still “late”

you should know what this means




